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Anoka - Blue or Shimmering Grey
The Anoka is made of brass and features a classic leaf design that 
encircles the urn. These urns are finished with a matte, textured paint and 
the shimmering grey features metallic highlights that provide a beautiful 
shimmer. Keepsakes come in a velour presentation box.

full size: approximately 7.3” high x 8.5” wide

keepsake size: approximately 2.3” high x 2.7” wide

supplier: The Dodge Company

Aria - Wheat
The Aria urn features beautiful and detailed hand-engraved images. 
These urns are made of brass and included a threaded lid for secure 
closure. The Wheat urn is offered in a dark bronze finish with brass trim. 
A matching keepsake urn and heart keepsake are available.
Heart keepsake stand sold separately.

full size: 10.6” high x 6.6” wide

keepsake size: 2.8” high x 1.7” wide

heart size: 3” high x 2.75” wide

supplier: Avanti

Aria - Ascending Birds
The Aria urn features beautiful and detailed hand-engraved images. 
These urns are made of brass and include a threaded lid for secure 
closure. The Ascending urn is offered in a medium blue finish with pewter 
trim. A matching keepsake urn and heart keepsake are available.
Heart keepsake stand sold separately.

full size: 10.6” high x 6.6” wide

keepsake size: 2.8” high x 1.7” wide

heart size: 3” high x 2.75” wide

supplier: Avanti

Aria - Butterfly
The Aria urn features beautiful and detailed hand-engraved images. 
These urns are made of brass and included a threaded lid for secure 

closure. The Butterfly urn is offered in a soft purple finish with pewter trim. 
A matching keepsake urn and heart keepsake are available.

Heart keepsake stand sold separately. 

full size: 10.6” high x 6.6” wide

keepsake size: 2.8” high x 1.7” wide

heart size: 3” high x 2.75” wide

supplier: Avanti

Aria - Rose
The Aria urn features beautiful and detailed hand-engraved images.
These urns are made of brass and included a threaded lid for secure 

closure. The Rose urn is offered in a soft pink finish with brass trim.
A matching keepsake urn and heart keepsake are available.

Heart keepsake stand sold separately.

full size: 10.6” high x 6.6” wide

keepsake size: 2.8” high x 1.7” wide

heart size: 3” high x 2.75” wide

supplier: Avanti

Aria - Tree of Life
 The Aria urn features beautiful and detailed hand-engraved images. 
These urns are made of brass and included a threaded lid for secure 

closure. The Tree of Life urn is offered in a deep green finish with brass 
trim. A matching keepsake urn and heart keepsake are available.

Heart keepsake stand sold separately.

full size: 10.6” high x 6.6” wide

keepsake size: 2.8” high x 1.7” wide

heart size: 3” high x 2.75” wide

supplier: Avanti
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$485.00

$485.00

$485.00$485.00
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$65.00

$65.00

$65.00
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$115.00

$115.00
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Classic Going Home
This urn is intricately designed and engraved in a blue pattern that 
serves as a background to the white doves in flight. This urn is made 
of brass and includes a threaded lid for secure closure. A matching 
keepsake urn and heart keepsake are available. Heart keepsake stand 
sold separately.

full size: 10.6″ high x 6.3″ wide

keepsake size: 2.8″ high x 1.7″ wide

heart size: 3” high x 2.75” wide

supplier: Avanti

Aristocrat Going Home
This urn is intricately designed and engraved in a blue pattern that 
serves as a background to the white doves in flight. This urn is made 
of brass and includes a threaded lid for secure closure. A matching 
keepsake urn and heart keepsake are available. Heart keepsake stand 
sold separately.

full size: 9″ high x 6.9″ wide

keepsake size: 2.8″ high x 1.7″ wide

heart size: 3” high x 2.75” wide

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.
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Classic Pewter or Bronze
This Classic Brass urn is created from the finest material and has a 

brushed pewter or bronze satin finish, and is beautifully adorned with 
three eternity rings. The urn is secured with a threaded lid for secure 

enclosure. Heart keepsake stand sold separately. 

full size: 10.6” high x 6.3” wide

keepsake size: 2.8” high x 1.7” wide

heart keepsake size: 3” high x 2.75” wide

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

Mother of Pearl (Aristocrat)
This urn is made from cast brass with a polished finish. It features 
hand carved motifs and the perfect lacquer coat to preserve its 
brilliance. The sleek, creative design of this urn features a curious 
combination of classic and modern elements and is inlaid with mother 
of pearl. This ensures 
the urn will help connect your precious memories with eternity.
The urn is secured with a threaded lid for secure enclosure.

full size: 9” high x 6.9” wide

keepsake size: 2.8” high x 1.7” wide

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

Quad - Copper or Gold
Our Quad urns are made of steel with a hammertone finish. Included is 
one emblem. Available in various styles - Rose, Cross with Dove, Praying 

Hands, Angel, and Plain Cross.

size: 8.5″ high x 4″ wide x 8” deep

supplier: Avanti

emblem choices

Aristocrat - Black & Gold 
Elegant black and gold urn with art deco details suitable for burial but 
attractive enough to display in the home. This urn has been hand-crafted 
using a sand casting process and will make an elegant and time-honored 
tribute to your loved one. The urn is secured with a threaded lid. 

full size: 9” high x 6.9” wide

keepsake size: 2.8” high x 1.7” wide

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

$495.00

$495.00

$65.00

$65.00$445.00

$395.00

$65.00

$65.00

$115.00

$115.00

$395.00

$595.00

$65.00
$115.00
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Trinity - Pearl White or Midnight Blue
This brass urn is finished with a pearl white or midnight blue
enamel coating. The urn is secured with a threaded lid and
features brass-coloured bands on the urn and the lid. 
A matching keepsake urn and heart keepsake are available.
Heart keepsake stand sold separately.

full size: 10.6″ high x 6.3″ wide

keepsake size: 2.8″ high x 1.7″ wide

heart size: 3” high x 2.75” wide

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

Monterey Purple, Blue, Ruby
The Monterey Collection features rich jewel colors in a metallic 
finish and brushed pewter accents. Elegantly designed adult sized 
cremation urn with a rich purple, blue, or ruby finish. Features a 
threaded lid for a secure closure.
Matching keepsake urns are available. 
Made of Brass and Alloy. 

full size: 11.9″ high x 6.2″ wide

keepsake size: 3.6″ high x 2″ wide

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

Celeste - Charcoal
The Celeste urn is made of alloy and features a unique engraved 

pattern that shines through a beautifully coloured glaze. This detail 
is engraved on the lid as well as the urn. The finishing touch of gloss 

layer provides added beauty. Heart keepsake includes a velvet box. 
Heart keepsake stand sold separately. 

full size: 9” high x 6.8” wide

keepsake size: 3” high x 1.9” wide

heart keepsake: 3” high x 2.9” wide

supplier: The Dodge Company

Celeste - Indigo
The Celeste urn is made of alloy and features a unique engraved 

pattern that shines through a beautifully coloured glaze. This detail 
is engraved on the lid as well as the urn. The finishing touch of gloss 

layer provides added beauty. Heart keepsake includes a velvet box. 
Heart keepsake stand sold separately. 

full size: 9” high x 6.8” wide

keepsake size: 3” high x 1.9” wide

heart keepsake: 3” high x 2.9” wide

supplier: The Dodge Company

Celeste - Pearl White
The Celeste urn is made of alloy and features a unique engraved 

pattern that shines through a beautifully coloured glaze. This detail 
is engraved on the lid as well as the urn. The finishing touch of gloss 
layer provides added beauty. Heart keepsake stand sold separately. 

full size: 9” high x 6.8” wide

keepsake size: 3” high x 1.9” wide

heart keepsake: 3” high x 2.9” wide

supplier: The Dodge Company

$495.00
$75.00

$445.00

$115.00

$85.00

$445.00

$445.00

$445.00

$75.00

$75.00

$75.00

$115.00

$115.00

$115.00
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Elite Floral Blue Cloisonné
The Elite Floral Blue Cloisonné urn is created using brilliant colours, 

design and an intricate metalworking process with multiple layers of 
fired enamel over copper or brass. Because each urn is hand-made, 
the design and colour will vary from urn to urn, making each piece 

an individual work of art.
Heart keepsake stand sold separately.

full size: 10.25” high x 6.75” wide

keepsake size: 3.1” high x 2.1” wide

heart keepsake: 3” high x 2.75” wide

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

Etienne Butterfly, Rose, or Autumn Leaves Cloisonné
This urn is beautifully handrafted of cloisonné which is a sophisticated process that requires meticulous attention to 
detail. The copper urn shapes are hand formed and copper filigree is added to create the intricate designs.  Enamel 
is then applied. As a final step in the process, the urn is gilded in gold to add a truly elegant finish. Cloisonné is 
suitable for the home, a niche, or burial.

full size: 11” high x 7” wide

keepsake size: 3.5” high x 2” wide

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

Essence Opal Cloisonné
The Essence Opal Urn is created using an intricate metalworking 

process and multiple layers of fired enamel over copper or brass. 
Since these urns are made by hand, every one will be slightly different, 

making each a unique piece of art. The large urn and matching 
keepsake have threaded lids. Heart keepsake stand sold separately.

full size: 10.5” high x 8.5” wide

keepsake size: 3.5” high x 2.5” wide

heart size: 3” high x 2.5” wide

supplier: Avanti

Elite Pink Cloisonné
The Elite Pink Cloisonné urn is created using warm colours, design and 
an intricate metalworking process with multiple layers of fired enamel 

over copper or brass. Because each urn is hand-made, the design 
and colour will vary from urn to urn, making each piece an individual 

work of art.
Heart keepsake stand sold separately.

full size: 10.25” high x 6.75” wide

keepsake size: 3.1” high x 2.1” wide

heart keepsake: 3” high x 2.75” wide

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

Grecian Series - Crimson Red, 
Rustic Bronze, or Rustic Pewter
The Grecian Series is created from the finest brass 
material with a beautiful crimson, bronze, or rustic
finish and brass accents. This urn has been hand-crafted 
using a sand casting process and will make an
elegant and time-honoured tribute to your loved one.
The urn is secured with a threaded lid. 
A matching keepsake urn is available.

full size: 10.6″ high x 6.3″ wide

keepsake size: 2.8″ high x 1.7″ wide

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

$495.00

$545.00

$85.00

$135.00

$545.00

$545.00

$495.00

$135.00

$135.00

$135.00

$135.00

$135.00

$135.00
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Scattering Tubes
More and more people are finding new and innovative as well as tried and trusted ways of celebrating the lives of 
their loved ones. Not only does a scattering ceremony bring a sense of release but it can give those left behind an 
opportunity to add their thoughts, wishes and goodbyes.
They are designed for easy use for scattering ashes, burial or to be kept at home, they provide freedom of choice when 
deciding the best way to preserve, protect and remember someone close.  

full size: 12.5” high x 5” wide

keepsake size: 5.3” high x 3” wide

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

Blessing Midnight
The Blessing urn features smooth hand applied pearlescent finish, 
adorned with beautiful hand engraved band around the lid of 
the urn. The sleek, creative design of this urn features a curious 
combination of classic and modern elements. It is a magnificent urn 
that will create a peaceful and warm memorial for your loved one.
Black velvet box included with keepsake urn.

full size: 11″ high x 7″ wide

keepsake size: 3″ high x 1.75″ wide

supplier: Commemorate Group Inc.
Protected with GlossCoat™
Handcrafted with Love by LoveUrns®

LoveBird Midnight
This serene bird-shaped urn evokes the feeling of love. Handcrafted 
in solid brass, it curves softly, in brushed pewter with midnight 
starry color, and in shimmering hammered brass with bronze tone. 
Two of these urns together create the nuzzling position of Love 
Birds.
Black velvet box included with keepsake urn

full size: 7.5″ high x 9″ wide x 6” deep

keepsake size: 2.8″ high x 1.7″ wide

supplier: Commemorate Group Inc.
Protected with GlossCoat™
Handcrafted with Love by LoveUrns®

Monarch Jali
View the exquisite splendor of this imperial urn. The Monarch Jali 
is engraved and embellished with gold and silver hues for that old 
world charm. A skilled engraver takes as many as three days to 
engrave one urn.
Black velvet box included with keepsake urn.

full size: 11.75″ high x 7.25″ wide

keepsake size: 3″ high x 2″ wide

supplier: Commemorate Group Inc.
Protected with GlossCoat™
Handcrafted with Love by LoveUrns®

$595.00

$635.00
$185.00

$595.00

$145.00

$165.00
$65.00

$145.00
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Himalayan Rock Salt
Himalayan Rock Salt Urns are individually hand crafted from solid 
blocks of Himalayan rock salt deposits over 250 million years old and 
believed to be the purest on earth. As a result of the handmade and 
natural qualities of the Rock Salt Urns, each is unique in both colour and 
finish. The urns will dissolve within 4 hours when placed in water. Minor 
cracking and chips occur naturally, adding to the character of these 
beautiful urns.

full size: 10.25” high x 8” wide

keepsake size: 6.75” high x 4.25” wide

supplier: Avanti (full size) / Butterworth (keepsake size)
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Journey Biodegradable Scattering Urn
The Journey Biodegradable Scattering Urn is perfect for lake, ocean or 

deep water burial. These biodegradable urns are engineered to float 
momentarily and then gracefully sink. Once on the ocean floor, the urn 

will break down naturally over time.  
Available in navy, aqua, natural and green.

full size: 12” high x 10” wide x 3” deep

keepsake size: 8” high x 6.5” wide x 2” deep

supplier: Avanti

Embrace Autumn Leaves
This beautiful Embrace Autumn Leaves Biodegradable Urn is sustainably 
made from elegant black handmade paper.  Beautiful skeletal leaves are 
embedded into the lid.  This urn is suitable for earth burial, storage, or 
ceremonial use.  This urn will last for decades as long as it is kept inside 
in a dry environment.  After burial, this urn will biodegrade naturally over 
time.  The time it takes to biodegrade depends on environmental factors.

full size: 8.5” wide x 8.5” long x 5.25” high

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

Biodegradable Paper Turtle Urn
 Biodegradable Paper Turtles are crafted by hand from recycled 

paper using non-toxic glues. The purchase of a turtle will contribute 
to the preservation of a traditional local art form. The skilled artisans 

producing these beautiful turtles are paid a fair wage in local workshop 
environments. The turtles are designed to float briefly before sinking. The 

time that the turtle takes to sink will depend on the weight of remains 
inside and local water conditions. 

Once the turtle sinks, it will biodegrade naturally over time. 

full size: 17” long x 22” wide x 5” high

keepsake size: 7.25” long x 9.5” wide x 1.75” high

supplier: Avanti

Oceane Natural Sand Urn
 These urns are produced using real beach sand to create an attractive 

and environmentally-friendly alternative for families. Each urn includes a 
biodegradable bag into which the cremated remains must be placed. 

The urns are produced with a vegetable-based gelatin. 
When buried in the ground, the urn will biodegrade within three months. 

Once placed in water, the urn will break down within three days.

full size: 9” high x 7.25” wide

keepsake size: 5.25” high x 5” wide

supplier: Avanti

Bios Urn
The Bios Urn is made using 100% biodegradable materials, and is 
respectful to the environment in all the ways possible. Built with a special 
capsule that meets the needs of any type of tree, it’s the perfect medium 
to allow for the proper growth of a tree or plant when planted with the 
remains of your loved one. 

dimensions of box: 6.3” wide x 6.3” deep x 12.6” high

supplier: Bios Canada

$275.00

$295.00

$545.00
$295.00

$295.00

$495.00

$545.00

$95.00

$195.00

$195.00
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BAM Woodworks Urns
BAM Woodworks urns are locally made in three distinct styles and 
come in three different woods (Black Walnut, Cherry, and Hard Maple).
They are constructed with box joints and come with a unique pivoting 
arm that opens at the bottom requiring no screws.
They are oiled and sanded to a silky smooth finish.  
These urns can be made to any size as needed including keepsakes.

full size: 6” high x 10” wide x 5” deep

supplier: BAM Woodworks

Les Grands Vents
These distinguished wooden urns are hand crafted from a single log 
sourced locally from Quebec, Canada. Polished with beeswax, they are 
capped  with a finely engineered brass thread. As each urn is turned 
from a single source log, no two urns are the same - they are signed, 
numbered and come with a certificate of authenticity. Available in 
Ebony, Natural, and Red. Two styles to choose from.
Matching keepsake urns available.

Original Series full size: 12” high x 8” wide

Keepsake size full size: 1.5” high x 2” wide

supplier: Les Grands Vents
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Sheesham Wood
Sheesham wood is related to North American rosewood. This urn 

has an ornate hand carved top. It is suitable for interment in a
cemetery, columbarium, or keeping at home.

Four sizes to choose from - full, medium, small and keepsake

full size: 9” high x 7” wide x 4.5” deep

medium size: 7.5” high x 5.5” wide x 3.25” deep

small size: 6.25” high x 4.25” wide x 2.75” deep

 keepsake size: 2” high x 5” wide x 3” deep

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

Bamboo Simplicity
A minimalist, sturdy memorial comes in the form of the Bamboo 
Cremation Urn. Bamboo is a viable replacement for wood as it 
maintains a beautiful, natural element while being a sustainable, eco-
friendly alternative. Each of these cremation urns is built to hold up to 
200 cubic inches.

full size: 6” high x 9.25” wide x 6.5” deep

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

Providence Oak or Mahogany
The Providence Wood Cremation Urn is a stained hardwood 
with a glossy Piano Wood finish. The bottom opening panel 
attaches with screws.
These beautiful urns are ideal for keeping cremated remains 
in the home.

full size: 7.5” high x 10.5” wide

supplier: Avanti

Winchester - Oak or Cherry
The Winchester Wood Cremation Urn is a stained hardwood 
with a glossy Piano Wood finish. The bottom opening panel 
attaches with screws.

full size: 6.5 high x 9.5” wide

supplier: Avanti

$895.00

$475.00

$295.00

$195.00

$250.00

$400.00

$475.00

$85.00
$85.00

$75.00
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Hamilton Wood Urn
These simple yet practical urns are made from MDF and are 
finished with a Cherry or Natural colour. They are available in 
two different sizes.

full size: 5.75” high x 9” wide x 6.25” deep

keepsake size: 2.5” high x 5.5” wide x 3” deep

supplier: Avanti

Photo Urn - Cherry, Natural or Black
A minimalist, sturdy memorial comes in the form of a large solid 
MDF box urn, with easy access to the front panel to easily change or 
replace the photo at any time.

full size: 8.75” high x 6” wide x 6.5” deep

keepsake size: 5” high x 3.75” wide x 3.5” deep

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

Metro Mantel Urn
The Metro Mantel Urn features a warm gray finish on 
hardwood with a metal base finished in charcoal with silver 
edging. Holds a 5” x 7” photo.

size: 11.5” high x 7.75” wide x 6” deep 

supplier: The Dodge Company - Howard Miller Urns

Resin Urn - Orchid Burgundy, 
Indigo, Magnolia & Lovebirds, or 
Water Lily & Dragonflies
The Resin Urn collection is decorated with flowers and stalks that 
appear to be gently blowing in the wind. You’ll love the incredible 
detail of these resin urns featuring a unique box-shape that fans 
out closer to the top. The flowers, leaves, and stems are all hand 
painted and available in four different colours. They make a 
beautiful resting place for a loved one. 

size: 9.75” high x 7.75” wide x 7.75” deep

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

Handmade Stone Urn 
Our collection of Handmade Stone Urns are hand sculpted and molded by an artist. These 

beautiful and unique pieces of art are made of reconstituted stone found in North America. 
Because each piece is an original, the color and texture of the stone might vary. These handmade 

stone urns are designed for indoor placement.

Various styles to choose from.

supplier: RK Productions

EA3006-E

EA1002-E

EA1007-E

EA3005-E

EA3001

EA1001

EA4002-E

EA2002-E EA3002-E

$495.00

$445.00

$145.00 $145.00

$595.00
$145.00

$125.00

$545.00

$145.00

$145.00$145.00

$250.00

$175.00

$95.00

$75.00
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Natural Slate
Crafted in Maine using 300-million-year-old slate, these urns feature an elegant, modern box 
design with clean lines. The slate urns feature graceful symbols which are etched, gilt-filled and 
are sealed for protection. 
Keepsake sized urns also available (except Teak Cross). 
Available in Pine, Rose, Lighthouse, Cross, Birds in Flight, and Wheat Motifs.  
Teak cross only available in full size.

full size: 9.25” high x 5.75” wide x 5.75” deep

keepsake size: 2.5” high x 2” wide x 2” deep

supplier: The Dodge Company

Cathedral Cultured Marble - Forest Green or Ivory White
Cultured marble is a composite material consisting of ground 

stone and resin. These urns are designed to fit perfectly into most columbarium spaces.

size: 9” wide x 8” high x 5” deep

supplier: Avanti

Round Marble - Green, Black, Fossil, or Botticino
Constructed entirely of natural marble, quarried from the ground. Perfect for mausoluems and columbaria.

Our Natural Marble Urns are well suited for any situation where the tradition, beauty and strength of 
natural marble is desirable.

full size: 11” high x 7.5” wide

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

Green

Black

Fossil

Botticino

$695.00

$445.00

$650.00

$295.00
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Divine Heart Companion
A beautiful symbol of two lives shared, our “two-piece” companion 
urns are designed to represent a special bond shared between two. 
The Heart Companion Urns feature two halves, each one made 
specifically to match its complimentary half and form a perfect 
whole. Cultured marble is a composite material consisting of 
ground stone and resin.

size: 9” high x 9” wide x 9.5” deep

supplier: Avanti

Divine Companion
A beautiful symbol of two lives shared, our “two-piece” companion 
urns are designed to represent a special bond shared between two. 
The Divine Companion Urns feature two halves, each one made 
specifically to match its complimentary half and form a perfect 
whole. Cultured marble is a composite material consisting of 
ground stone and resin.

size: 9.5” high x 9.5” wide x 9.5” deep

supplier: Avanti
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Modern Companion Urn 
Collection
The Modern Companion Urn holds two standard return 
containers and features a dark cherry finish (MDF) with 
bamboo highlights that outline the decorative magnetic 
panel. Access via sliding panel at top. Various styles to 
choose from.

size: 10” high x 11.5” wide x 8.25” deep 

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

Rectangular White, Botticino, Green, Fossil, Black, or 
Teakwood Marble Urn
Our rectangular finely polished natural marble urns feature a secure, threaded enclosure for a 
solid seal, ensuring ease of use and security. 

size: 9.25” wide x 6.75” high x 6.5” deep

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

Botticino
Green

Teakwood

White

Black

Fossil

$595.00
$1,195.00

$1,095.00

$695.00



font: “Times New Roman”

Personalization Options
Some urns have the option to be personalized with engraved 
names and dates. For instances where urns cannot be 
directly engraved, we offer plaques and hanging pendant 
tags. The fonts, “Arial” and “Times New Roman” are available 
for engraving on these plaques and hanging pendant tags.

Teddybear Pink or Blue
The Teddybear urns have a much larger capacity than our 
keepsakes but are not as big as a full sized urn. 
These pictures are not to scale.

size: 4.2” wide x 5.3” high

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.
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font: “Arial”
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Arielle - Heart
A beautifully crafted heavy weight brass urn.  
Available in blue or pink.
Stand sold separately. 

dimensions: 4.5” high x 4.2” wide

supplier: Butterworth Urn Co.

CuddleBear™ Blue or Pink 
(medium)
CuddleBear™ urns are handcrafted with extreme love, care and 
thought. Hand applied pearlescent enamel with soft hues of Blue 
and Pink. Adorned with shiny silver bow, embellished with heart 
shaped Swarovski® crystals. A beautiful keepsake or a heartfelt 
memorial urn for an infant or small child. 

dimensions: 8.5” high x 7.25” wide x 6” deep

supplier: Commemorate Group Inc.  
Protected with GlossCoat™
Handcrafted with Love by LoveUrns®

LoveHeart™ Pink or Blue (medium)
Defying gravity - standing tall. LoveHeart™ urn beautifully 
captures the sentiment of Love. Soft smooth curves reflect the 
warmth and tenderness of the Heart. Blue or pink pearlescent 
finish adds natural texture and evoke emotions. Heart shape 
Swarovski® crystal resonates Love. A touching memorial for 
your loved one.

dimensions: 4” high x 5” wide x 4.25” deep

supplier: Commemorate Group Inc. 
Protected with GlossCoat™
Handcrafted with Love by LoveUrns®

Pearl Lavender, Pink, or Blue 
Tealight Urn
Lavender, Pink, or Blue Pearl finish accented with Polished Silver 
Antique Pewter.
Glass Insert included with Urn.
(Candle not included.)

dimensions: 5” high x 3.25” wide

supplier: Commemorate Group Inc.
Protected with GlossCoat™
Handcrafted with Love by LoveUrns®
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Sticker Back Tags (name and dates)

25 Pendants (incl. satin string, name and dates)

Engraving (Name and Dates) 

Engraving (Per Line) Marble rectangle 

Custom engraving ask Director
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